
Less Is  More Automatic liquid filling  4-heads Automatic liquid filling  4-heads
Bottles Filling, Capping, Labeling Machine For Automatic liquid food Production Lines 
With Bottles 4 Heads Nozzle Liquid Filler.
Purpose and performance

Filling machines are mainly applicable for filling/capping operation for 250-2500ml 
plastic or glass bottles. 4 pumps are used for double-headed filling/capping. In 
order to increase corresponding output, stainless steel pumps can be added. 
liquid filling machine structure allows filling production for high-capacity liquid like 
large infusion, syrup, juice,  etc. filling machine has simple structure, is convenient in 
maintenance and easy for operation. It is advised to choose corresponding electric 
configuration and dust cover.

Operation Process

Material preparation: Ready enough bottles, plug in, cover, and liquids, plug and cover 
should be full of vibration hopper rail and is located in the inside and outside cover 
location
2. Feeder bottles: bottle feeder turntable make the bottles (optional)

3. Filling: Bottle by oscillation tidy up the bottle opener for positioning disk thick, by 
positioning disk again intermittent drive to filling, stoppering, cover, screw cap. 
Solution by peristaltic pump suction by silicone pipe, at the filling station again by the 
needle can be moved up and down automatically filling liquid in the bottle. The needle 
every move up and down, to complete a filling

4. Plugging: Plug is provided by vibration hopper to stoppering station, bottle 
movement by wheel clearance to stoppering station, through the optical fiber detection 
to control stoppered cylinder solenoid valve work signal to control the cylinder to 
achieve a bottle gasser no function, not stoppered bottle plug on plate using gravity 
principle design, avoid the spring or spring plate made before instability happens after 
long time, so the plug is very accurate

5. Capping: Add good plug inside the bottle again by positioning disc sent to the affix, 
screw cap, affix a similar principle and urinating in principle, is done by the cylinder, 
covering various size by complete, constantly rotating screw LIDS below and overall 
do up and down, when the bottle stops right, decline of spin trapping modesty lid 
screw cover finish. Screw cap body adopts the design of constant torque, according to 
the bottle cap and bottle thread with torsion, to adjust the firmness of the screw cap 
after putting in place can automatic sliding, achieve the goal of not wounded cover not 
bottles

6. Bottles out: Spin good cover bottle again by the bottle round to the conveyor beltpull 
pull final delivery outside the machine, and enter the next packaging process
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Note:

Technical: 

Main configuration: 

1. The machine USES unique plug, fixed on plug on precision.

2. No bottle no filling, no bottle no on plug, not plug cover function.

3. With urgent stop switch, automatic alarm when machine is out of order.

4. This machine with dust cover

High quality 304 stainless steel or other FDA approval of material production, 
and material contact parts for 316 Lquality stainless steel

The information is for guidance only. We reserve the right to modify any material or feature without notice in advance.
Photos are not binding. For further information, please, consult our web site www.whitesteel.de
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Kind of bottle

Bottle size*

Cap size*

kind of cap

Filling nozzles

Speed

Alternative Filling volume*

Filling accuracy

various kinds of plastic/glass bottle

min O 40mm Max. O 100mm

O 20 - O 45mm

Alternative screw on cap, alluminum, ROPP cap

4 or more heads

30-50bpm

15-60ml, 30-125ml, 50-250ml, 200-500ml, 500-2000ml

 1%

Automatic liquid filling  4-heads

ISO CERTIFIEDISO CERTIFIED

/

/ /

/

+

Power* 220V 50/60Hz 1.2kw

Compress air require 10L/min, 4-6bar

Machine size mm L.5500, W.1400, H.1900

Machine weight 800kgs

Filling nozzle material

Filling type

PLC

Touch screen

SUS 316L stainless steel

Peristaltic pump

Siemens

 Siemens

Power* 220V 50/60Hz 1.2kw

Main motor ABB

low-voltage apparatus Schneider

Servo motor European

Labeling Head Herma
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Fig - 1

Fig - 2

Fig - 3




